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An absolute classic at 

HABA and a must for 

any children‘s room: the 

pull-along duck.

It enchants children 

from one year of age 

and accompanies them 

on their first steps – 

they discover the world 

together! 

But the magic begins even earlier: the duck is made with 

great attention to detail by HABA in Bad Rodach.

It takes a whole 38 steps for the experienced employees 

on site to produce the pull-along duck with passion and 

skill. A wide variety of departments at HABA work 

together like a well-oiled machine. It all starts with a 

piece of wood – from which the body parts are lovingly 

cut out individually by hand. The beech wood required 

for this comes from native forests in the usual HABA style. 

After the wood is cut out, the next step is sanding. Here, 

the parts are carefully sanded several times. In addition to 

rounding edges, sanding work also involves the small 

details that make the duck so special. For example, the 

cute notch in the tail is created here, to make the design 

as true to life as possible. By the way, this detailed work is 

just one example of the dedication of the specialists at 

every single step. This passion and attention to detail 

make the finished duck unique in the end. 

FROM A PIECE OF WOOD TO THE HEART: 
HOW THE LEGENDARY HABA DUCK IS CREATED 

Of course, the focus during production of the woo-

den duck is always on safety when playing. After all, 

the littlest ones like to put toys and so on in their 

mouths – no problem here thanks to the water-

based paint used to polish the duck! Speaking of 

paint: the type used is also very special. The cute 

duck shines brightly when polished. In several work 

steps, the HABA expert team always ensures the 

highest quality and makes sure that the feathers are 

painted correctly: this is how the beak and wheels, 

for example, get their bright red. Then it‘s time for 

assembly. Everything comes together in a total of 

nine assembly steps. Hard-working specialists conjure 

up the duck we know and love from wings, beak, 

cap, head, and string. 

Before the duck makes its way into the world, it 

undergoes various quality and safety tests. After all, 

it has to be a safe and durable companion for the 

littlest ones that they can enjoy for a long time to 

come. It is soaked, for example, in water – to mimic 

toddlers‘ sali-

va. This ensu-

res that eve-

rything stays in 

place and no 

parts come 

loose. Various 

fall and stress 
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MY VERY FIRST GAMES –  
THE DUCK GAME

Oh dear: the cuddly toys are missing their favorite hats! Together, the fun duck 

Lu and children aged two and over go on a search in this first matching game: 

Who will discover the right hats and match them correctly? The observation 

game trains the recognition and matching of patterns and offers lots of lan-

guage opportunities thanks to the bright colors and cute animals. 

Two game variations ensure variety and long-term interest: In the first coopera-

tive game, children win together if they match six hats before the star tiles are 

turned over. In the second game, players compete against each other to collect 

the three hats for their own playing cards. Has a player matched everything 

correctly? Then they are a lucky duck!

2 + 
age

1  -  4
players

10  
minutes

tests are also carried out – because in everyday play, 

the duck is exposed to all sorts of mischief from 

children – and that‘s a good thing. Our committed 

employees always go the extra mile: the test specifi-

cations are increased by 10 percent every time to 

guarantee optimum protection! This makes safe play 

possible!

Regardless of which stage of development they work 

in – all employees give it everything they‘ve got and 

pursue one goal: to make 

each and every pull-along 

duck something very spe-

cial so they not only bring 

children joy, but also 

become a loyal 

 companion.

Another highlight: the 

 pull-along duck can also be 

used for free play.
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MY VERY FIRST GAMES –  
HILDA’S COLORS & SHAPES

TAPSI, FLO & CO –  
RUN, JUMP – GET THE TOYS! 

Hilda the turtle is amazed: What a great sand-

castle! She needs the children’s help to explore 

the castle: together they find out which shapes 

were used to build the sandcastle. This involves 

rolling the dice, putting together shapes, and 

naming these and colors. In two cooperative 

game variations, children aged two and over 

can learn about colors while training their fine 

motor skills. The easy-to-grip, colorful wooden 

shapes are also great for free stacking and 

playing! 

2 + 
age

1  -  3
players

5   -  10 
minutes

Run, jump – get the toys! In this lovingly 

designed HABA game, the exciting question is: 

Who can collect the most toys together with 

the baby animals? The puppies and kittens run 

around in the garden, jumping over each other. 

The children must help them. For every success-

ful jump, there is a toy as a reward. Thanks to 

simple rules to start playing quickly, the wildly 

fun colored dice game ensures enjoyment for a 

long time to come with the lovingly designed 

wooden game material.  

3 + 
age

2  -  4
players

10  
minutes
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CLIPPETY-CLOP! mini

VALLEY OF THE VIKINGS mini

Watch out horse fans! It’s time to take the noble ani-

mals back to the stable after a day in the paddock. 

But there are still a few utensils missing for perfect 

horse happiness: children have to collect carrots, oat 

sacks, etc. along the way. If you choose the right die 

in this exciting race, you may be lucky enough to lead 

Good news for all Viking fans: the children’s game of the 

year 2019 is now also available as a card game! By clev-

erly playing the cards in your hand, you position your 

Viking in the best position on the dock – but be careful: 

anyone who falls into the water goes away empty-hand-

3+ 
age

2  -  4
players

10  
minutes

6 + 
age

2  -  4
players

15  
minutes

your own horse into the box first and win. The game 

also trains children’s understanding of game rules and 

decision-making skills. The popular horse game for 

children aged three and over is now available in the 

compact mini version! 

ed! Courage, tactics, and a willingness to take risks are 

called for in the card version of this fun Viking game. 

The winner is the player who captures the most gold 

coins. Varied fun for children aged six and over that will 

remain exciting from the first to the last turn!

Are you ready for a Viking adventure that 

demands courage, tactics, and a willingness to 

take risks, as well as a pinch of skill? With its 

impressive XXL game board, 3D Viking ships, and 

24 gold coins, the Valley of the Vikings in original 

size ensures a great playing atmosphere and 

 exciting playing fun right up to the last second.

PLAYING FUN ON THE GO
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With the likable parrot Pepe and his animal crew, 

families with children aged six and over can now 

immerse themselves in a cooperative legacy game and 

experience an exciting adventure together! This is 

precisely what fascinating legacy games are all about: 

instead of playing the same game over and over 

again, players experience an exciting story in 25 

 chapters that build on each other.

The treasure chests with new game material are 

opened and, with each successful sea trip, the players 

receive stickers to collect and design their own trea-

sure collection.

Captain Pepe and the whole family head off on 

adventures across the world’s oceans! The players 

accompany the crew nautical mile by nautical mile 

and try to defeat Madame Goldtooth. Can the players 

find the “seven treasures” before the evil pirate 

plunges the world into dark times? 

CAPTAIN PEPE, TREASURE AHOY! –  
Take the rudder in your hand and  

create new adventures!

The swashbuckling game 

material includes a 3D 

ship, filled treasure chests, 

high-quality wooden fig-

ures, and an adventure 

book with 25 chapters for 

exciting game stages of 

around 20 minutes. Don’t 

forget: with more than 

100 stickers for designing 

6 + 
age

2  -  5
players

20  
minutes

the treasure map and treasure collection, each game 

becomes a personal one-of-a-kind!

HIGHLIGHT  
2023
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Speed is what this observation game is all about! 

Children aged seven and over go on a fast-paced 

dive – the highlight: 

they don’t play in 

turn, but at the 

same time. As soon 

as the dice have 

fallen, all players 

sort through the 

deep sea cards at 

the same time to 

find the right 

underwater sea 

creatures. But the luminescent sea creatures on the 

shimmering playing cards don’t stay still! It’s important 

to look carefully and not take the wrong card, other-

wise there are minus points. 

The player who collects the least minus points in five 

dives is the winner. The mechanism makes for exciting, 

fast-paced rounds – and lots of fun at the play table 

when we say: it’s time to dive in and snap photos! 

UNDERSEA EXPLORER –  
dive in and snap photos

7 + 
age

2  -  5
players

15  
minutes
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LOGIC! CASE STARTER SET 7+

GOOD TO KNOW: 
Once all the cards have been mastered, the starter 
set can be easily supplemented with extension 
sets with different themes and a new degree of 
difficulty!  

You can find more exciting LOGIC! GAMES at:  
www.haba-play.com

The popular Logic! series from HABA is continuing to 

grow: the new Logic! CASE Starter Set 7+ contains 77 

fun colorful puzzles for children aged seven and over. 

The system is as simple as it is ingenious: the puzzle 

cards are placed in the stand; the child can then use the 

wooden pin to easily check for themselves whether 

they have found the right 

solution. Can the card be 

pulled out? Bravo, you’ve 

solved the puzzle! This 

improves motivation, 

encourages independent 

problem solving – and 

above all is great fun. 

The age-appropriate tasks in 

this solo game support logi-

cal thinking and concentra-

tion skills. Throughout the 

Logic! series, there are 

4+

6+

5+

Starter Extension · Expansion

7 + 
age

1 
players

many other puzzle sets and games for different age 

groups. It’s logical:  

this way things stay varied and exciting! 
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Every day there’s something new for babies to 

 discover and learn. They are best accompanied by 

well thought-out toys that are tailored to the many 

small and large milestones in their early lives.  

Even more cheerful and colorful forest animals are 

making their way into the children’s room: in keep-

ing with the pre-

vious lovingly 

designed prod-

ucts from the For-

est Friends series, 

the Forest Friends 

Mobile will now 

add an extra dose 

of cheer for the 

 littlest ones. Once attached and nudged, squirrels, 

foxes, and wild boars circle over baby’s head. 

Other toys from the Forest Friends series: 
www.haba-play.com

The extensive range of HABA clutching toys, fabric 

toys, and wooden building blocks supports children 

and their development right from the start.

TOYS FOR  
LITTLE WORLD EXPLORERS

Forest Friends Mobile

GOOD TO KNOW: 
Good to know: In the HABA Development Cal-
endar, developmental psychologist Dr. Jan-David 
Freund tells you all about the development phases 
of babies and toddlers and recommends toys that 
can support their process. 
www.haba-play.com/entwicklungskalender

The colorful mobile is a real eye-catcher above the 

changing table and also stimulates the visual percep-

tion of the little rascals. Now it’s time to look, dis-

cover, and be amazed!
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When babies’ first teeth slowly start to break 

through, it usually causes them pain. It can 

start at any time from six months onwards, 

and so can the odd booboo. Baby’s savior: 

the cute Elephant Teether from HABA. It is 

made up of two parts: the cute elephant 

head made of cotton and polyester which 

squeaks when pressed, and the teether ele-

ment on the bottom, which is made of TPE,  

a rubber free from harmful substances.

•  quietscht fröh-
lich beim 
 Drücken des 
Kopfes

For cuddling, loving, and exploring – the Elephant Dis-

covery Animal from HABA offers lots of fun for babies 

aged 6 months and over! With their cute playmate, the 

little ones can have a lovely cuddle, but also explore 

their spirit of discovery. The moving head, wiggling 

ears, rattling trunk, and squeaking feet invite young 

animal friends to play on their tummies. But that’s not 

all: the back of the soft crawling roller has various play 

elements for nibbling or squeaking. The cute bird war-

bles when pressed, and the knots for pulling or biting 

also offer plenty of variety for babies. The cute 

 elephant is the perfect everyday companion!

Elephant Teether – 
happy teeth,  
happy baby

Elephant Discovery Animal

WILDLY LOYAL COMPANIONS
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METALLOPHONE SOUND HOUSE

DID YOU 
KNOW?

Combine music with play: the Metallophone Sound 

House lets children aged one and over do this and 

invites them to explore. The different elements ensure 

plenty of variety. So budding musicians can playfully 

compose their own first melodies and familiarize them-

selves with different sounds. 

HABA’s Sound House offers four effects for making 

music: On the roof there is a small metallophone and 

two clattering elements. A mallet is also included so 

that children can produce proper sounds. There is also a 

little bell in the house itself, which, together with the 

colorful frog rattle, provides additional fun. 

So little ones can make music anywhere. The color-

ful Sound House supports the sense of rhythm 

through play and gives toddlers 

the opportunity to gain their 

first experiences in the music 

world on their own and to test 

themselves. The sturdy wood 

ensures long-lasting enjoyment 

– even when the little ones get 

really enthusiastic.

Metallophone

Little bell

Clatter

Rattle

Removable frog 
with fun rattle 
effect.

Early musical education not 
only improves children’s sense 
of rhythm, but also helps them 
to develop their social skills, 
language skills, and motor 
skills. It also improves creative 
thinking!
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Now there’s even more ball track fun in the children’s room: 

Anni and her dog Henri welcome all visitors to Kullerhausen – 

and then the city tour begins. The house has a lot to offer with 

a front garden, a roof terrace, and the different rooms over 

two floors. On the way down, children aged between two  

and eight also get to know the pair’s many animal friends. 

Accompanied by cheerful bell rings, Anni then jumps into her 

ball-convertible with ball-spinning function and explores the 

city. But there’s more to come! 

Kullerhausen

Thanks to the HABA cement mixer, there are 

no limits for eager builders. With its rubber 

wheels, it drives from construction site to con-

struction site and builds new buildings and 

roads. As it races through the city, the cement 

ball in the mixer whirls around cheerfully.

Cement mixer Racing through the streets of 

Kullerbü in the convertible: for 

Calvin Cabriolet there’s nothing 

better. When young car fans drive 

around with him, he spins around 

with joy in his convertible thanks 

to the ball-spinning function.

Ball-convertible spinning fun

The new toys from the Kullerbü world ensure even more play and fun! And the best part: all game variations can 

be seamlessly combined with each other, so that children can build their own world, combine it in different ways, 

and continuously expand it! 

NEW ADDITION FOR THE CHEERFUL AND 
BRIGHT PLAY SYSTEM FROM KULLERBÜ 
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SQUIRREL PULLING FIGURES  
The cute pull-along squirrel from HABA also 

offers curious children a lot to discover: they 

can feed their new friend different nuts and 

fruits! Then nothing stands in the way of a 

short walk with the cheerful squirrel.  

Children aged one and over can discover the 

beautiful world of flowers with the pull-along 

flower meadow from HABA. They will get to 

know bees, ladybugs, and butterflies. Match-

ing their shapes adds to the fun. What’s more, 

a delightful rattling sound is created when 

you pull the figure along! 

The pulling figure and sorting box can also 
be played with separately.
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pcs
15

years
1½SMALL FOREST HEROES,  

BIG STACKING FUN
Aim high with the “In the Forest” stacking toy: little stackers aged one year 

and over can turn the various wooden elements into cute forest residents such 

as bunny, bear, and more, however they please.  

Thanks to the many combination options, the colorful figures are given a new, 

fun look again and again.  

The wooden pieces made of high-quality beech are large, easy for little chil-

dren’s hands to grip, and are therefore an ideal introduction to the fun world 

of stacking. The “In the Forest” stacking toy supports the fine motor skills of 

the littlest ones through play. It also teaches them how to recognize and 

name colors and animals at the same time.

A bear with bunny ears? Anything is possible with the “In the Forest” 

 stacking toy! The high-quality wooden pieces can be freely combined  

and bring every imaginary forest friend to life with piles of stacking fun.
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FARM PLAY WORLD
Here, children aged one and a half and over enter the 

world of the farm! Together with farmer Tim, they feed 

horses, cows, and sheep. They can also explore the farm 

with a bright red tractor. One special feature: the house 

not only serves as packaging, but is also great fun to play 

with – feedlots, stables, and much more are easy to add! 

Copyright                              - Spiele Bad Rodach 2023

Spielwelt Bauernhof · Play World On the Farm  
Univers de jeu La ferme · Speelwereld Boerderij  

Mundo de Juegos La Granja  · Mondo di gioco Fattoria 

Spielanleitung • Rulebook • Règle du jeu • Spelregels • Instrucciones • Istruzioni

Unique: the play set 
includes fun additional 
play ideas

The flexibly expandable play world stimulates chil-

dren’s creativity and encourages them to role play for 

the first time. This supports linguistic development 

and introduces budding farmers to the animal world 

through play.
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With the Terra Kids Squirrel Feeder Kit, little explorers 

can easily become wildlife protectors. The house is 

made of robust material and can be assembled in next 

to no time. On the seat board on the front, there’s 

space for nuts and more to attract our furry friends. 

An acrylic panel on the front means that the fill level 

can be checked from the outside at any time. Particu-

larly clever: The roof overhang of the house ensures 

that the feed always remains clean and, most importantly, dry. In this way, 

children not only contribute to the preservation of diversity, but also experi-

ence the joy of observing animals.

Terra Kids offers real children’s tools for those who 

dare to venture outdoors more and wish to become 

particularly active. The Terra Kids Handsaw opens up 

completely new possibilities for little ones to develop 

and create individual works. Thanks to its child-friend-

ly, ergonomically shaped handle, the saw sits securely 

in the hand and achieves clean cuts effortlessly from the very first attempts. 

Particularly practical: the high-quality Würth saw blade can be replaced at 

any time. The latching protective cap also guarantees safe transport.

The handsaw from Terra Kids teaches children how to use tools responsibly 

at an early stage and supports their fine motor skills, concentration and 

endurance – naturally under supervision and with the help of grown-ups.

Whether in the countryside or in the city – all nature 

enthusiasts, adventurers, and craftspeople will find 

what they are looking for in the Carving & Crafting, 

Movement & Discovery, and Explore & Understand 

categories. Terra Kids outdoor tools make experiment-

ing, crafting, and observing animals in nature even 

more exciting.  

www.haba-play.com/terrakids

SQUIRREL FEEDER KIT

OUTDOOR ADVEN-
TURE IS CALLING 
WITH HABA  
TERRA KIDS

HANDSAW
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307051
My Very First Games –
The Duck Game
In two matching games, the child-
renhelp Lu Duck find hats for the 
soft toys. In the first game they win 
together, in the second game they 
play against each other. Two bright-
lycolored observation games.

307005
Valley of the Vikings Mini
Courage, tactics and a willingness to 
take risks are required to make the 
right barrels fall. The player who 
most cleverly positions their Vikings 
on the dock will capture the most 
gold coins and win. A card game 
with Viking power.

306938
Pulling figure Squirrel
   Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: 24,5 x 15,5 x 19,6 cm.

306960
Stacking Toy Forest 
Scene
Material: beech.  
Dimensions: bear 11,5 cm 
tall.

306929
Logic! CASE Starter Set 7+
The children decipher and solve a 
wide range of puzzles and checks 
their answers independently using a 
wooden pin. The Extension Sets are 
the perfect way to build on the Star-
ter Sets, based on the main theme 
and with new difficulty levels. Color-
ful puzzle fun.

306958
Teething Compa-
nion Elephant
Materials: cotton, 
 polyester, TPE. Dimen-
sions: 11 x 11 cm.

305762
Metallophone Music
Academy
Contents: 1 music academy, 1 rattle 
frog, 1 mallet. Materials: lime ply-
wood, beech, brass, polyester, alumi-
num. Dimensions: L 22 x W 10 x  
H 12 cm.

306454
Discovery Animal 
 Elephant
Materials: polyester, cotton, 
PET, ABS, EVAC. Dimensions:  
L 70 x W 32 x H 24 cm.

307018
Undersea Explorer
The players sort through the 
deep sea cards at the same time 
to find the right underwater sea 
creatures. The player who coll-
ects the least minus points in 
five speedy rounds is the winner. 
A fast observation game.

307025
Tapsi, Flo & Co
Bounce the little animals around 
and make them jump over each 
other. The player who collects the 
most toys wins. A wildly exciting 
colored dice game.

306973
Clippety-Clop! mini
Lead the horses back to the barn 
andcollect various items along the 
way.The first back to the barn wins! 
A horsey collecting and competition 
game.

307044
My Very First Games –  
Hilda‘s Colors & Shapes
The children lay the shapes on the 
appropriate spot on the game 
board and name their shape and 
color. If they place all the shapes, 
they win together. Two cooperati-
ve color and matching games.

307038
Capt‘n Pepe, Treasure Ahoy!
Captain Pepe and his animal crew 
are looking for the “seven treasu-
res.” If the players find them before 
Madame Goldtooth, they win 
together. A cooperative legacy 
game.

2 + 
age

1  -  4
players

10  
minutes

2 + 
age

1  -  3
players

5   -  10 
minutes

3 + 
age

2  -  4
players

10  
minutes

6 + 
age

2  -  4
players

15  
minutes

3   -  12 
age

2  -  4
players

10  
minutes

7 + 
age

2  -  5
players

15  
minutes

7 + 
age

1 
players

6 + 
age

2  -  5
players

20  
minutes

years

0  + 
years

0  + 
years

1½  + 12 +
months

12 +
months
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306914
Terra Kids Squirrel  
Feeder Kit
Contents: 10 pieces (+21 screws), 
1 set of instructions. Material: 
wood, stainless steel, acrylic 
glass, metal. Dimensions: L 34 x 
W 28 x D 27,5 cm.

306913
Terra Kids Handsaw
   Material: ABS (handle), PP (saw 
blade guard), metal. Dimensions: 
L 22,4 x W 3,5 x D 2 cm, premium 
saw blade 9 cm long.

307198
Kullerbü – Play Track
Kullerhausen
Contents: 1 house back-
drop with little bell, 1 ball 
convertible, 1 Anni ball,  
1 Henri the dog ball,  
2 start ramps, 2 exit ramps, 
1 column, 1 straight track, 
1 step curve, 1 curve,  
5 connecting elements. 
Material: beech, plywood, 
ABS, PP, metal.  
Dimensions: Ø balls 4,6 cm.

306915
Kullerbü – Concrete mixer
   Material: ABS, TPE.  
Dimensions: concrete mixer  
L 9 x W 5,7 cm.

306950
Kullerbü – Ball Convertible
Spinning Fun
 Contents: 1 convertible, 1 ball Calvin 
 convertible. Material: ABS, TPE, beech. 
Dimensions: ball-convertible  
L 9 x W 5,7 cm, Ø balls 4,6 cm.

306897
Mobile Forest Friends
   Materials: polyester, beech, 
 cotton. Dimensions:  
52 x 35 cm.

years

0  + 

years

2  -8 

years

2  -8 

years

2  -8 

306940
Play World On the Farm
 Contents: 22 wooden figures (1 farmer 
Tim, 1 tractor, 1 cow, 1 horse, 1 pig,  
1 rooster, 1 hen, 1 goat, 1 cat, 1 dog,  
1 milk churn, 1 manger, 2 straw bales,  
2 bushes, 3 trees, 3 fences), 1 rulebook. 
Material: beech wood, cardboard, 
 polyester.  
Dimensions: height cow 6,5 cm.
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HABA Sales GmbH & Co. KG
August-Grosch-Straße 28 -38
96476 Bad Rodach
E-Mail: info@haba.de
www.haba-play.com


